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														HSM Powerline FA 400.2

														For the convenient destruction of large quantities of paper and digital data carriers such as credit and customer cards, CDs / DVDs, floppy disks or other storage media. A comfortable working height, the conveyor belt and the practical work table make entering the material easier. The manual oiler ensures a consistently high cutting performance in the particle cut. According to ISO / IEC 21964, data carriers can be destroyed from P-1 to P-4 depending on the security requirements.
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														HSM Powerline FA 500.3

														The HSM Fa 500.3 comes with more power! This power pack creates up to 550 sheets per operation and even complete folders. A comfortable working height and the conveyor belt make it easier to input large quantities of paper and digital storage media. The emergency stop bar and the depth to the cutting unit protect the user in the event of data carrier destruction. Data can be shredded securely and in compliance with data protection regulations in the high-volume document shredders with security levels P-2 to P-5
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														HSM Powerline SP 4040 V

														The SP 4040 V is a compact combination of the FA 400.2 high-volume document shredder and a vertical baling press is suitable for the professional shredding of large-volume documents, which are then compressed into bales of up to 35 kg. The induction-hardened all-steel cutting shafts are insensitive to staples and paper clips and guarantee a long service life.
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														HSM Powerline SP 5080 V

														The SP 5080 is a powerful combination of the FA 500.3 high-volume document shredder and a counter-plate baling press ensures data security in the archives and compresses the shredded material into bales between 40 and 80 kg. The induction-hardened all-steel cutting shafts are insensitive to staples and paper clips and guarantee a long service life.
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														HSM Powerline SP 5088 V

														SP 5088 comes with this disposal station, HSM combines the large document shredder FA 500.3 with a channel baling press. This makes it particularly suitable for use in archives or central offices for shredding files, even in large quantities, which are then compressed into bales of up to 90 kg. The induction-hardened all-steel cutting shafts are insensitive to staples and paper clips and guarantee a long service life.
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														HSM Duo Shredder 5750

														The Duo Shredder 5750 has two-stage, fully automatic file disposal system. Depending on the type of material, a practical throughput of up to 800 kg / h can be achieved. In combination with an HSM baling press , the HSM Duo Shredder 5750 becomes a complete disposal system. Feeding of the material via conveyor belt or discharge chute.
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														HSM Tri Shredder 6060

														Tri Shredder 6060 comes with three cutting units and a throughput of up to 2500 kg / h in security level P-3. In combination with an  HSM baler , the HSM Tri Shredder 6060 becomes a complete disposal system. Maximum speed is achieved through optimal coordination of the cutting units, gentle motor start-up and overload protection through frequency converters. Stable filling chute with integrated overfill protection to control the shredder and the conveyor belt.
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														HSM Store Ex HDS 150

														The compact media shredder HSM Store Ex HDS 150 destroys digital data carriers safely, economically and in compliance with data protection regulations. The HSM Store Ex media shredders destroy digital data carriers into tiny particles and make recovery impossible. Secure, data protection compliant and economical. The device can be used mobile and has smooth and stable swivel castors with parking brakes.
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														HSM Store Ex HDS 230

														By using HDS 230 your, data protection compliant, secure and economical. This media shredder shreds digital media into small particles and makes recovery impossible. The device can be used mobile and has smooth and stable swivel castors with parking brakes. The induction-hardened all-steel cutting shafts are insensitive and guarantee a long service life. The powerful motor ensures high cutting performance and reliable continuous operation.
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														HSM PET FluidEx 600

														Quickly and reliably, the HSM PET FluidEx 600 empties full PET bottles and cartons / cans or drink which have been incorrectly filled or labelled or in situations where the minimum shelf life has been exceeded. The liquid is cleaned of small plastic splinters and labels by means of a filter system, then discharged and compressed using a screw. High performance, low space requirements and the possibility of direct integration into existing recycling processes are the decisive advantages of the HSM PET FluidEx 600.
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														Strautman LiquiDrainer

														The LiquiDrainer® empties filled PET bottles, TetraPak® and beverage cartons. Also whole packages can be emptied. Cost-intensive manual opening of PET bottles is not necessary anymore. This work is now done by LiquiDrainer® automatically and quick. The small footprint and low weight enables a mobile usage. Furthermore the LiquiDrainer® can be used flexible for different materials.
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														HSM_Crusher_1049_SA

														This HSM 1049 SA Crusher reduces the space required for returned empties to approx. 25 to 30% of the original volume and thus also the time required for disposal. The containers are perforated and pressed together by the special roller system. In this way, the side walls catch themselves and the volume reduction is fully retained. An additional advantage of crushing is the reliable cancellation of PET returnable bottles and cans.
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														HSM Crusher CP 4988

														PET CP 4988 crusher-press is one of the effective system for PET recycling reduces the volume of empty PET bottles by up to 90% in one operation and creates compact raw material bales from them. This saves you valuable space, time and money when storing and transporting empty PET bottles that are to be recycled. Well-engineered technology of the HSM crusher press combinations. An additional advantage of crushing is the reliable cancellation of PET returnable bottles and cans.
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														HSM 860 PET

														The vertical baling press HSM V-Press 860 P is specially designed for the compression of opened or perforated PET/UBC bottles. Double the number of retaining claws optimize the compression of the pressed material and reduce the number of filling processes.
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														HSM PF 600

														The powerful HSM perforators perforate PET bottles and, thanks to this pre-treatment of the material, ensure compact bales during the subsequent pressing. With their high throughput rates and their attractive price-performance ratio, the HSM PET perforators PF 600-4 and PF 1200-4 are the economical addition to HSM disposal systems. Reliable perforation of PET bottles
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														BTS Bottle Crusher.

														The BTS-Glass Crusher is ideal for crushing glass bottles in the beverage, glass industry and gastronomy. The glass bottle crusher impresses with its easy operation, throughput and large filling volume. 
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														Bergmann Roll Packer

														The Bergmann Static Roll Packer (RP7700) - sometimes called the Jumbo Roll Packer - gives unrivalled compaction in open containers of wood and other bulky waste, increasing weights in open containers from around 2 tonnes to 10 tonnes. This reduces the transport element of waste disposal costs by 80%.
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														Weima Wood Shredder –WL 4

														It’s more than just wood! It is an invaluable, sustainable resource, which can be utilized down to the last splinter. Wood chips can often be used in a boiler to heat buildings while saving on energy. They can also be briquetted, or simply transported as chips/shavings in a way that is cost-effective and environmentally friendly. 
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														ORCA technology simply mimics a natural digestion process. It works using the same principles that our body, and other living organisms are governed by. ORCA creates the perfect thermophilic biological environment for the microorganisms to digest food waste into a liquid. ORCA is a hyperlocal, distributed alternative to the traditional truck and bin collection system. We deliver significant savings because we eliminate trucking from the process while significantly reducing the harmful emissions that come with truck traffic.
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														Strautman BrikPress

														Strautmann is the leading manufacturer and supplier for briquette presses in the beverage industry in Germany. Our briquette presses are integrated into the running process of bottlers, beverage producers and counting centers and compact PET bottles into briquettes. Then the briquettes are sold to recyclers and are recycled. Strautmann-Briquetting presses for PET bottles and beverage cans started in the year 1990.
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														Strautman StyroPress

														StyroPress® is a briquetting press for the volume reduction of loose EPS (air pop®). The innovative press concept of this briquette press with integrated shredder compacts briquettes of up to 700 kg/m3. This briquette-density ensures full capacity of truck and sea containers with 24 t. For comparison: Without compaction with a briquetter only about 800kg of loose material could be transported on a truck or in a container! This way you save considerable costs for transportation and logistics. In addition the briquettes can be sold profitably!
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														Smartenviro Smart Express Composting

														Smartenviro Systems Private Limited is one of India’s leading manufacturers that offers solutions in decentralized organic waste management. We’ve various technologies that can be used to treat the organic waste at the source. The solutions that we offer can treat the waste in the range of 50 kg/day to 300 tons/day.
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